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The new Ryzen 5000 series runs at speeds of up to 4.8GHz, faster 
than last year’s 4.2GHz top speed. The chips are up to 16% faster 
than AMD’s prior laptop offerings, the company noted. AMD said 

150 new laptops with the new chips would hit the market in 
2021, including models arriving in February from Asus, HP, and 

Lenovo.

https://fortune.com/company/advanced-micro-devices


Plenty of laptop shoppers will want to consider AMD chips, as well, which in 

some cases may prove to be more capable than their Intel competitors.

That looks to be the case with many of the AMD Ryzen 5000-series laptop 

processors that AMD unveiled at CES, which feature some gaudy core and 

thread counts, as well as what looks like improved power efficiency.

Most of these use AMD's Zen 3 architecture, the same underpinnings that 

brought the company's Ryzen desktop processors to the front of the line 

with the most recent generation late in 2020.

Favorable comments for AMD

https://www.pcmag.com/news/amd-reveals-ryzen-5000-mobile-cpus-coming-to-laptops-next-month
https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/amd-ryzen-9-5900x


Updates re Intel



More Intel news







The screen rolls up/down like a garage door



Top Dude at LG Describing Rollable Phone



Here’s another companie’s version of rollable phone



And another 



Samsung extended it’s S21 line of smartphones





Sony’s new Airpeak drone is intended for professional 
photography and video creation



The Airpeak features Sony’s Alpha cameras



Here’s a short video of the Airpeak





A Teaser of a video with few details 



Comments from c/net re TV trends



Comments from c/net re TVs announced at CES 2021



More comments from c/net



And even more comments from c/net





Ranked by BestProducts.com



Ranked by Tom’s Guide

When LG announced its new Gallery design last year, we were impressed 

with the slim, wall-hugging TVs. 

But the 2021 LG Gallery G1 OLED TV is set to outdo its predecessor thanks to 

LG OLED Evo, an enhanced OLED panel that produces more light per pixel, 

resulting in better brightness in color. 

That boosted brightness should fix one of the only real problems with OLED 

— darker picture in the absence of a backlight — and make the best 
looking TVs on the market that much better.

https://www.tomsguide.com/news/lg-unveils-oled-evo-tvs-heres-what-makes-it-better


More from Tom’s Guide

LG's OLED TVs aren't the only ones getting a big improvement; LG's 

LCD-based TVs are getting a boost thanks to a combination of 

mini-LED backlight for improved brightness and contrast, and a 

hybrid display panel that benefits from both quantum dot and 

Nanocell technology. 

These dual nano-scale enhancements offer boosted brightness, 

thanks to quantum-dot's emissive qualities, and truer color, using 
Nanocell filtering.



Even more from Tom’s Guide





On to appliances 

You can open this frig with a voice command



You can see what’s inside without opening the door



Another major highlight of the CES 2021 event by 

Samsung was the launch of the JetBot 90 AI+ home 

cleaning bot. 

The vacuum cleaner includes LiDAR and 3D sensors along 

with object recognition technology to identify and classify 

objects. 

It also comes with a camera and is integrated with the 
SmartThings app to enable home monitoring.

https://gadgets.ndtv.com/tags/ces-2021
https://news.samsung.com/global/samsungs-new-ai-powered-robotic-vacuum-and-laundry-products-automate-home-cleaning




This Bot Handy is really cool











Kohler certainly grabbed some attention with its $16,000 Stillness Bath, 
which aims to recreate the experience of a traditional Japanese soaking tub. 
In addition to an aromatherapy and fog tower, the bath can automatically fill 

based on your instruction, to your preferred depth and temperature.



It can analyze what's in and on the toilet — the skin in contact 
with the seat and the waste that's in the bowl — to get a sense of 

how your health is faring.



The WELLNESS TOILET uses multiple cutting-edge sensing technologies to 

support consumers’ wellness by tracking and analyzing their mental and 

physical status. Each time the individual sits on the WELLNESS TOILET, it 

scans their body and its key outputs, then provides recommendations to 

improve their wellness. There is no additional action needed, so people can 

easily check their wellness throughout their daily routine, every time they take a 

bathroom break. They will see their current wellness status and receive 

wellness-improvement recommendations on a dashboard in an app on their 

smartphones.



What is more than one person uses the Wellness Toilet ?

No Problem

It has an anus recognition feature to identify each person



QUESTIONS ?


